ROSE SWANSON'S TAPE OF CLARENCE AND HAZEL KLEIN'S HOUSEWARMING PARTY, December 11, 1968.

1. Rose announces who's there. As this tape was made for her sister and her husband in Washington State, Rose talks throughout the tape, especially when Fritz is playing and there's no singing. Walter Levine also frequently seized the microphone and talked into it at too close a range so that there's considerable distortion.

2. Fritz Swanson on Accordion with Dorothy Nettleton (who taught music at Ondossagon) energetically clinking beer glasses in time. "Bonde Kallas."

3. Fritz and Dorothy, "Bonde Kallas."

4. Ditto, ?

5. Duane Olby performs a song to Vietnam protestors which he wrote, "Would You Send Your Father Off to War Again?"

6. Another Duane Olby composition, "It Hurts Me to See You (With Somebody New)".

7. Fritz with Duane, ? Vagabond Waltz (Swedish Version)

8. Fritz, Finn Polka.

9. " " Belmont Ro."

10. " " with Walter singing, "Bonde Kallas."

11. Fritz and Walter again, "Kyss Waltz."

12. Fritz with Vera Olby on spoons, ?

13. Fritz and Walter, "Hölsa den der Hemma."

14. Ditto, ?


16. " " Finn Polka."

(End of Tape One)

17. Fritz, "Johan På Sviggen."

18. " Same again.


20. Walter Levine tells a story about a Jew bottling a woman's champagne bath and coming up with an extra pint. Legman's Rationale of the Dirty Joke analyzes this tale with regard to Sarah Bernhardt.

ROSE SWANSON'S TAPE OF CLARENCE AND HAZEL KLEIN'S PARTY (CONTINUED)

22. Duane and Vera Olby, "It Hurts Me to See You (With Somebody New)."

23. The two sing one D. wrote about his home, "Route One, Box 117."*

24. Duane and Vera, "Bluebird."

25. Ditto, "Do What You Do Do Well."


27. Duane tells a joke. An entertainer gets married and tells his friends about having performances and the rehearsals. A rehearsal "is the same as a performance only nobody comes."

28. Vera sings with Duane playing, "This Old House."

29. Laughter as Vera waltzes around in a man's underwear.

30. Fritz and Duane, "Kristian Vals."

31. Fritz and Walter, "Pluggen's Roost."

(END OF SESSION)